
bution by post-Keynesian economics endogeneizes the NAIRU and ques-
tions the implicit assumption of a profit-led demand regime by the VoC
analyses. Moreover, the focus on finance by PK authors highlights the in-
herent unsustainability of the growth models due to increasing debt-in-
come ratios and financial fragility. In other words, the post-Keynesian and
New Keynesian macroeconomic theory underlying comparative capitalism
analyses are radically different and lead to different conclusions regarding
the sustainability of different types of growth models/varieties of capitalism
in an economic and monetary union.

7. Conclusion

While there are some superficial similarities between VoC and post-
Keynesian analyses of the Euro crisis, we also find profound analytical dif-
ferences. The similarity is in the country grouping and the characterization
of northern European countries as export-led. The Mediterranean Market
Economy typology in the VoC literature roughly corresponds to the south-
ern debt-driven growth models in the post-Keynesian literature.26 The
post-Keynesian export-driven growth model of the North is classified as
Coordinated Market Economy by VoC. However, the macroeconomic ex-
planation of the Euro crisis differs substantially. VoC analysis essentially
regards the Euro crisis as crisis of competitiveness, which has been
caused due to different sets of labour market institutions giving rise to cur-
rent account imbalances. Financial factors, central bank policy and fiscal
policy play a secondary (if any) role in VoC analysis. This contrasts with
the post-Keynesian approach. Here the divergence of competitiveness is
regarded as a contributing factor, but not the core of the explanation. First,
financial factors play a more prominent role. The real estate boom and the
associated credit boom in the southern European countries is interpreted
as a result of financial liberalization. It was southern European growth that
pulled in German imports. There is a simple point here: if the main story
were the loss of competitiveness of the South, we would expect higher
growth in the North than in the South. However, what we observe is that
(prior to the crisis) Germany was growing more slowly than the southern
European countries. Related to this is an important issue: the notion of
capital flows as recycling of the (German and Northern) trade surpluses.
While some recycling did take place, this methphor is overall misleading:
Neither would German trade surpluses have existed (to the same extent)
without the southern financial bubble, nor do capital flows originate from
trade surplus. Hale and Obstfeld (2016, p. 1) document that “core EMU
countries took on extra foreign leverage to expose themselves to the pe-
ripherals.” In fact much of the (gross) capital flows originate from the USA
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